High-power laser irradiation creates extremely higher-pressure and density conditions in materials than conventional pulsed-power devices. Here we present new experimental results on ultrafast solid-solid phase transformation of silicon from semiconductor to metal and laboratory synthesis of a water-rich extrasolar planet. These interdisciplinary works motivate new experiments using an emerging, intense and coherent light source as observation tool in order to reveal new behavior and/or diversity of material under tera-Pascal pressures and femtosecond dynamics. 
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Ryosuke KODAMA 1, 2 High-power laser irradiation creates extremely higher-pressure and density conditions in materials than conventional pulsed-power devices. Here we present new experimental results on ultrafast solid-solid phase transformation of silicon from semiconductor to metal and laboratory synthesis of a water-rich extrasolar planet. These interdisciplinary works motivate new experiments using an emerging, intense and coherent light source as observation tool in order to reveal new behavior and/or diversity of material under tera-Pascal pressures and femtosecond dynamics. (b) Experimental P T data compared with theoretical GJ 1214b isentropes [25] . The water P T data for PCW (solid circles) and UPCW (solid squares) are shown in the phase diagram derived from the ab-initio simulations [32, 33] . Shock compression curves (Hugoniot) for PCW and UPCW predicted by the ab-initio calculation are also shown as solid lines. The previous experimental lower-P data are also shown (open squares) [34] . 
